FEDERALIST No. 62
The Senate
For the Independent Journal.
Alexander Hamilton or James Madison
To the People of the State of New York:
HAVING examined the constitution of the House of Representatives, and answered such of the
objections against it as seemed to merit notice, I enter next on the examination of the Senate.
The heads into which this member of the government may be considered are: I. The qualification of
senators; II. The appointment of them by the State legislatures; III. The equality of representation in
the Senate; IV. The number of senators, and the term for which they are to be elected; V. The powers
vested in the Senate.
I. The qualifications proposed for senators, as distinguished from those of representatives, consist in a
more advanced age and a longer period of citizenship. A senator must be thirty years of age at least;
as a representative must be twenty-five. And the former must have been a citizen nine years; as seven
years are required for the latter. The propriety of these distinctions is explained by the nature of the
senatorial trust, which, requiring greater extent of information and tability of character, requires at
the same time that the senator should have reached a period of life most likely to supply these
advantages; and which, participating immediately in transactions with foreign nations, ought to be
exercised by none who are not thoroughly weaned from the prepossessions and habits incident to
foreign birth and education. The term of nine years appears to be a prudent mediocrity between a
total exclusion of adopted citizens, whose merits and talents may claim a share in the public
confidence, and an indiscriminate and hasty admission of them, which might create a channel for
foreign influence on the national councils. II. It is equally unnecessary to dilate on the appointment of
senators by the State legislatures. Among the various modes which might have been devised for
constituting this branch of the government, that which has been proposed by the convention is
probably the most congenial with the public opinion. It is recommended by the double advantage of
favoring a select appointment, and of giving to the State governments such an agency in the
formation of the federal government as must secure the authority of the former, and may form a
convenient link between the two systems.
III. The equality of representation in the Senate is another point, which, being evidently the result of
compromise between the opposite pretensions of the large and the small States, does not call for
much discussion. If indeed it be right, that among a people thoroughly incorporated into one nation,
every district ought to have a PROPORTIONAL share in the government, and that among independent
and sovereign States, bound together by a simple league, the parties, however unequal in size, ought
to have an EQUAL share in the common councils, it does not appear to be without some reason that in
a compound republic, partaking both of the national and federal character, the government ought to
be founded on a mixture of the principles of proportional and equal representation. But it is
superfluous to try, by the standard of theory, a part of the Constitution which is allowed on all hands

to be the result, not of theory, but "of a spirit of amity, and that mutual deference and concession
which the peculiarity of our political situation rendered indispensable." A common government, with
powers equal to its objects, is called for by the voice, and still more loudly by the political situation, of
America. A government founded on principles more consonant to the wishes of the larger States, is
not likely to be obtained from the smaller States. The only option, then, for the former, lies between
the proposed government and a government still more objectionable. Under this alternative, the
advice of prudence must be to embrace the lesser evil; and, instead of indulging a fruitless
anticipation of the possible mischiefs which may ensue, to contemplate rather the advantageous
consequences which may qualify the sacrifice.
In this spirit it may be remarked, that the equal vote allowed to each State is at once a constitutional
recognition of the portion of sovereignty remaining in the individual States, and an instrument for
preserving that residuary sovereignty. So far the equality ought to be no less acceptable to the large
than to the small States; since they are not less solicitous to guard, by every possible expedient,
against an improper consolidation of the States into one simple republic.
Another advantage accruing from this ingredient in the constitution of the Senate is, the additional
impediment it must prove against improper acts of legislation. No law or resolution can now be
passed without the concurrence, first, of a majority of the people, and then, of a majority of the
States. It must be acknowledged that this complicated check on legislation may in some instances be
injurious as well as beneficial; and that the peculiar defense which it involves in favor of the smaller
States, would be more rational, if any interests common to them, and distinct from those of the other
States, would otherwise be exposed to peculiar danger. But as the larger States will always be able, by
their power over the supplies, to defeat unreasonable exertions of this prerogative of the lesser
States, and as the faculty and excess of law-making seem to be the diseases to which our
governments are most liable, it is not impossible that this part of the Constitution may be more
convenient in practice than it appears to many in contemplation.
IV. The number of senators, and the duration of their appointment, come next to be considered. In
order to form an accurate judgment on both of these points, it will be proper to inquire into the
purposes which are to be answered by a senate; and in order to ascertain these, it will be necessary to
review the inconveniences which a republic must suffer from the want of such an institution.
First. It is a misfortune incident to republican government, though in a less degree than to other
governments, that those who administer it may forget their obligations to their constituents, and
prove unfaithful to their important trust. In this point of view, a senate, as a second branch of the
legislative assembly, distinct from, and dividing the power with, a first, must be in all cases a salutary
check on the government. It doubles the security to the people, by requiring the concurrence of two
distinct bodies in schemes of usurpation or perfidy, where the ambition or corruption of one would
otherwise be sufficient. This is a precaution founded on such clear principles, and now so well
understood in the United States, that it would be more than superfluous to enlarge on it. I will barely
remark, that as the improbability of sinister combinations will be in proportion to the dissimilarity in
the genius of the two bodies, it must be politic to distinguish them from each other by every

circumstance which will consist with a due harmony in all proper measures, and with the genuine
principles of republican government.
Secondly. The necessity of a senate is not less indicated by the propensity of all single and numerous
assemblies to yield to the impulse of sudden and violent passions, and to be seduced by factious
leaders into intemperate and pernicious resolutions. Examples on this subject might be cited without
number; and from proceedings within the United States, as well as from the history of other nations.
But a position that will not be contradicted, need not be proved. All that need be remarked is, that a
body which is to correct this infirmity ought itself to be free from it, and consequently ought to be less
numerous. It ought, moreover, to possess great firmness, and consequently ought to hold its authority
by a tenure of considerable duration.
Thirdly. Another defect to be supplied by a senate lies in a want of due acquaintance with the objects
and principles of legislation. It is not possible that an assembly of men called for the most part from
pursuits of a private nature, continued in appointment for a short time, and led by no permanent
motive to devote the intervals of public occupation to a study of the laws, the affairs, and the
comprehensive interests of their country, should, if left wholly to themselves, escape a variety of
important errors in the exercise of their legislative trust. It may be affirmed, on the best grounds, that
no small share of the present embarrassments of America is to be charged on the blunders of our
governments; and that these have proceeded from the heads rather than the hearts of most of the
authors of them. What indeed are all the repealing, explaining, and amending laws, which fill and
disgrace our voluminous codes, but so many monuments of deficient wisdom; so many impeachments
exhibited by each succeeding against each preceding session; so many admonitions to the people, of
the value of those aids which may be expected from a well-constituted senate?
A good government implies two things: first, fidelity to the object of government, which is the
happiness of the people; secondly, a knowledge of the means by which that object can be best
attained. Some governments are deficient in both these qualities; most governments are deficient in
the first. I scruple not to assert, that in American governments too little attention has been paid to the
last. The federal Constitution avoids this error; and what merits particular notice, it provides for the
last in a mode which increases the security for the first.
Fourthly. The mutability in the public councils arising from a rapid succession of new members,
however qualified they may be, points out, in the strongest manner, the necessity of some stable
institution in the government. Every new election in the States is found to change one half of the
representatives. From this change of men must proceed a change of opinions; and from a change of
opinions, a change of measures. But a continual change even of good measures is inconsistent with
every rule of prudence and every prospect of success. The remark is verified in private life, and
becomes more just, as well as more important, in national transactions.
To trace the mischievous effects of a mutable government would fill a volume. I will hint a few only,
each of which will be perceived to be a source of innumerable others.

In the first place, it forfeits the respect and confidence of other nations, and all the advantages
connected with national character. An individual who is observed to be inconstant to his plans, or
perhaps to carry on his affairs without any plan at all, is marked at once, by all prudent people, as a
speedy victim to his own unsteadiness and folly. His more friendly neighbors may pity him, but all will
decline to connect their fortunes with his; and not a few will seize the opportunity of making their
fortunes out of his. One nation is to another what one individual is to another; with this melancholy
distinction perhaps, that the former, with fewer of the benevolent emotions than the latter, are under
fewer restraints also from taking undue advantage from the indiscretions of each other. Every nation,
consequently, whose affairs betray a want of wisdom and stability, may calculate on every loss which
can be sustained from the more systematic policy of their wiser neighbors. But the best instruction on
this subject is unhappily conveyed to America by the example of her own situation. She finds that she
is held in no respect by her friends; that she is the derision of her enemies; and that she is a prey to
every nation which has an interest in speculating on her fluctuating councils and embarrassed affairs.
The internal effects of a mutable policy are still more calamitous. It poisons the blessing of liberty
itself. It will be of little avail to the people, that the laws are made by men of their own choice, if the
laws be so voluminous that they cannot be read, or so incoherent that they cannot be understood; if
they be repealed or revised before they are promulgated, or undergo such incessant changes that no
man, who knows what the law is to-day, can guess what it will be to-morrow. Law is defined to be a
rule of action; but how can that be a rule, which is little known, and less fixed?
Another effect of public instability is the unreasonable advantage it gives to the sagacious, the
enterprising, and the moneyed few over the industrious and uniformed mass of the people. Every
new regulation concerning commerce or revenue, or in any way affecting the value of the different
species of property, presents a new harvest to those who watch the change, and can trace its
consequences; a harvest, reared not by themselves, but by the toils and cares of the great body of
their fellow-citizens. This is a state of things in which it may be said with some truth that laws are
made for the FEW, not for the MANY.
In another point of view, great injury results from an unstable government. The want of confidence in
the public councils damps every useful undertaking, the success and profit of which may depend on a
continuance of existing arrangements. What prudent merchant will hazard his fortunes in any new
branch of commerce when he knows not but that his plans may be rendered unlawful before they can
be executed? What farmer or manufacturer will lay himself out for the encouragement given to any
particular cultivation or establishment, when he can have no assurance that his preparatory labors
and advances will not render him a victim to an inconstant government? In a word, no great
improvement or laudable enterprise can go forward which requires the auspices of a steady system of
national policy.
But the most deplorable effect of all is that diminution of attachment and reverence which steals into
the hearts of the people, towards a political system which betrays so many marks of infirmity, and
disappoints so many of their flattering hopes. No government, any more than an individual, will long

be respected without being truly respectable; nor be truly respectable, without possessing a certain
portion of order and stability.
PUBLIUS.

FEDERALIST No. 73
The Provision For The Support of the Executive, and the Veto Power
From the New York Packet.
Friday, March 21, 1788.
Alexander Hamilton
To the People of the State of New York:
THE third ingredient towards constituting the vigor of the executive authority, is an adequate provision
for its support. It is evident that, without proper attention to this article, the separation of the executive
from the legislative department would be merely nominal and nugatory. The legislature, with a
discretionary power over the salary and emoluments of the Chief Magistrate, could render him as
obsequious to their will as they might think proper to make him. They might, in most cases, either
reduce him by famine, or tempt him by largesses, to surrender at discretion his judgment to their
inclinations. These expressions, taken in all the latitude of the terms, would no doubt convey more than
is intended. There are men who could neither be distressed nor won into a sacrifice of their duty; but
this stern virtue is the growth of few soils; and in the main it will be found that a power over a man's
support is a power over his will. If it were necessary to confirm so plain a truth by facts, examples would
not be wanting, even in this country, of the intimidation or seduction of the Executive by the terrors or
allurements of the pecuniary arrangements of the legislative body.
It is not easy, therefore, to commend too highly the judicious attention which has been paid to this
subject in the proposed Constitution. It is there provided that "The President of the United States shall,
at stated times, receive for his services a compensation WHICH SHALL NEITHER BE INCREASED NOR
DIMINISHED DURING THE PERIOD FOR WHICH HE SHALL HAVE BEEN ELECTED; and he SHALL NOT
RECEIVE WITHIN THAT PERIOD ANY OTHER EMOLUMENT from the United States, or any of them." It is
impossible to imagine any provision which would have been more eligible than this. The legislature, on
the appointment of a President, is once for all to declare what shall be the compensation for his services
during the time for which he shall have been elected. This done, they will have no power to alter it,
either by increase or diminution, till a new period of service by a new election commences. They can
neither weaken his fortitude by operating on his necessities, nor corrupt his integrity by appealing to his
avarice. Neither the Union, nor any of its members, will be at liberty to give, nor will he be at liberty to
receive, any other emolument than that which may have been determined by the first act. He can, of
course, have no pecuniary inducement to renounce or desert the independence intended for him by the
Constitution.
The last of the requisites to energy, which have been enumerated, are competent powers. Let us
proceed to consider those which are proposed to be vested in the President of the United States.
The first thing that offers itself to our observation, is the qualified negative of the President upon the
acts or resolutions of the two houses of the legislature; or, in other words, his power of returning all bills
with objections, to have the effect of preventing their becoming laws, unless they should afterwards be
ratified by two thirds of each of the component members of the legislative body.

The propensity of the legislative department to intrude upon the rights, and to absorb the powers, of
the other departments, has been already suggested and repeated; the insufficiency of a mere
parchment delineation of the boundaries of each, has also been remarked upon; and the necessity of
furnishing each with constitutional arms for its own defense, has been inferred and proved. From these
clear and indubitable principles results the propriety of a negative, either absolute or qualified, in the
Executive, upon the acts of the legislative branches. Without the one or the other, the former would be
absolutely unable to defend himself against the depredations of the latter. He might gradually be
stripped of his authorities by successive resolutions, or annihilated by a single vote. And in the one
mode or the other, the legislative and executive powers might speedily come to be blended in the same
hands. If even no propensity had ever discovered itself in the legislative body to invade the rights of the
Executive, the rules of just reasoning and theoretic propriety would of themselves teach us, that the one
ought not to be left to the mercy of the other, but ought to possess a constitutional and effectual power
of selfdefense.
But the power in question has a further use. It not only serves as a shield to the Executive, but it
furnishes an additional security against the enaction of improper laws. It establishes a salutary check
upon the legislative body, calculated to guard the community against the effects of faction, precipitancy,
or of any impulse unfriendly to the public good, which may happen to influence a majority of that body.
The propriety of a negative has, upon some occasions, been combated by an observation, that it was not
to be presumed a single man would possess more virtue and wisdom than a number of men; and that
unless this presumption should be entertained, it would be improper to give the executive magistrate
any species of control over the legislative body.
But this observation, when examined, will appear rather specious than solid. The propriety of the thing
does not turn upon the supposition of superior wisdom or virtue in the Executive, but upon the
supposition that the legislature will not be infallible; that the love of power may sometimes betray it
into a disposition to encroach upon the rights of other members of the government; that a spirit of
faction may sometimes pervert its deliberations; that impressions of the moment may sometimes hurry
it into measures which itself, on maturer reflexion, would condemn. The primary inducement to
conferring the power in question upon the Executive is, to enable him to defend himself; the secondary
one is to increase the chances in favor of the community against the passing of bad laws, through haste,
inadvertence, or design. The oftener the measure is brought under examination, the greater the
diversity in the situations of those who are to examine it, the less must be the danger of those errors
which flow from want of due deliberation, or of those missteps which proceed from the contagion of
some common passion or interest. It is far less probable, that culpable views of any kind should infect all
the parts of the government at the same moment and in relation to the same object, than that they
should by turns govern and mislead every one of them.
It may perhaps be said that the power of preventing bad laws includes that of preventing good ones;
and may be used to the one purpose as well as to the other. But this objection will have little weight
with those who can properly estimate the mischiefs of that inconstancy and mutability in the laws,
which form the greatest blemish in the character and genius of our governments. They will consider

every institution calculated to restrain the excess of law-making, and to keep things in the same state in
which they happen to be at any given period, as much more likely to do good than harm; because it is
favorable to greater stability in the system of legislation. The injury which may possibly be done by
defeating a few good laws, will be amply compensated by the advantage of preventing a number of bad
ones.
Nor is this all. The superior weight and influence of the legislative body in a free government, and the
hazard to the Executive in a trial of strength with that body, afford a satisfactory security that the
negative would generally be employed with great caution; and there would oftener be room for a
charge of timidity than of rashness in the exercise of it. A king of Great Britain, with all his train of
sovereign attributes, and with all the influence he draws from a thousand sources, would, at this day,
hesitate to put a negative upon the joint resolutions of the two houses of Parliament. He would not fail
to exert the utmost resources of that influence to strangle a measure disagreeable to him, in its progress
to the throne, to avoid being reduced to the dilemma of permitting it to take effect, or of risking the
displeasure of the nation by an opposition to the sense of the legislative body. Nor is it probable, that he
would ultimately venture to exert his prerogatives, but in a case of manifest propriety, or extreme
necessity. All well-informed men in that kingdom will accede to the justness of this remark. A very
considerable period has elapsed since the negative of the crown has been exercised.
If a magistrate so powerful and so well fortified as a British monarch, would have scruples about the
exercise of the power under consideration, how much greater caution may be reasonably expected in a
President of the United States, clothed for the short period of four years with the executive authority of
a government wholly and purely republican?
It is evident that there would be greater danger of his not using his power when necessary, than of his
using it too often, or too much. An argument, indeed, against its expediency, has been drawn from this
very source. It has been represented, on this account, as a power odious in appearance, useless in
practice. But it will not follow, that because it might be rarely exercised, it would never be exercised. In
the case for which it is chiefly designed, that of an immediate attack upon the constitutional rights of
the Executive, or in a case in which the public good was evidently and palpably sacrificed, a man of
tolerable firmness would avail himself of his constitutional means of defense, and would listen to the
admonitions of duty and responsibility. In the former supposition, his fortitude would be stimulated by
his immediate interest in the power of his office; in the latter, by the probability of the sanction of his
constituents, who, though they would naturally incline to the legislative body in a doubtful case, would
hardly suffer their partiality to delude them in a very plain case. I speak now with an eye to a magistrate
possessing only a common share of firmness. There are men who, under any circumstances, will have
the courage to do their duty at every hazard.
But the convention have pursued a mean in this business, which will both facilitate the exercise of the
power vested in this respect in the executive magistrate, and make its efficacy to depend on the sense
of a considerable part of the legislative body. Instead of an absolute negative, it is proposed to give the
Executive the qualified negative already described. This is a power which would be much more readily
exercised than the other. A man who might be afraid to defeat a law by his single VETO, might not

scruple to return it for reconsideration; subject to being finally rejected only in the event of more than
one third of each house concurring in the sufficiency of his objections. He would be encouraged by the
reflection, that if his opposition should prevail, it would embark in it a very respectable proportion of the
legislative body, whose influence would be united with his in supporting the propriety of his conduct in
the public opinion. A direct and categorical negative has something in the appearance of it more harsh,
and more apt to irritate, than the mere suggestion of argumentative objections to be approved or
disapproved by those to whom they are addressed. In proportion as it would be less apt to offend, it
would be more apt to be exercised; and for this very reason, it may in practice be found more effectual.
It is to be hoped that it will not often happen that improper views will govern so large a proportion as
two thirds of both branches of the legislature at the same time; and this, too, in spite of the
counterposing weight of the Executive. It is at any rate far less probable that this should be the case,
than that such views should taint the resolutions and conduct of a bare majority. A power of this nature
in the Executive, will often have a silent and unperceived, though forcible, operation. When men,
engaged in unjustifiable pursuits, are aware that obstructions may come from a quarter which they
cannot control, they will often be restrained by the bare apprehension of opposition, from doing what
they would with eagerness rush into, if no such external impediments were to be feared.
This qualified negative, as has been elsewhere remarked, is in this State vested in a council, consisting of
the governor, with the chancellor and judges of the Supreme Court, or any two of them. It has been
freely employed upon a variety of occasions, and frequently with success. And its utility has become so
apparent, that persons who, in compiling the Constitution, were violent opposers of it, have from
experience become its declared admirers.1
I have in another place remarked, that the convention, in the formation of this part of their plan, had
departed from the model of the constitution of this State, in favor of that of Massachusetts. Two strong
reasons may be imagined for this preference. One is that the judges, who are to be the interpreters of
the law, might receive an improper bias, from having given a previous opinion in their revisionary
capacities; the other is that by being often associated with the Executive, they might be induced to
embark too far in the political views of that magistrate, and thus a dangerous combination might by
degrees be cemented between the executive and judiciary departments. It is impossible to keep the
judges too distinct from every other avocation than that of expounding the laws. It is peculiarly
dangerous to place them in a situation to be either corrupted or influenced by the Executive.
PUBLIUS.

1. Mr. Abraham Yates, a warm opponent of the plan of the convention is of this number.
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It

is often argued that the United States Constitutionwas
designedso as to createa stablepoliticalorder. Yet in the literatureon the formal theory
of democracy, there has been very little examinationof constitutionalprovisions for
theirstability-inducingproperties.In this paperwe demonstratethat bicameralismand
the executiveveto tend to createstability, that the legislativeoverrideof the executive
veto tends to underminethis stability, and that the interactionof bicameralismand the
executiveveto is likely to producestable outcomesdespitethe destabilizingimpactof the
veto override.

D
esigning a
constitutionthat would ensurestabilityin
the laws was a majorconcernof some of
the central participantsin the Constitutional Convention. In his defense of the
resulting document in The Federalist
Papers, for example, James Madison
arguedthat the proposedSenate, with its
slow turnover and insulation from the
public, was neededto help avoid instability: "Themutabilityin the publiccouncils
arising from a rapid succession of new
members,howeverqualifiedthey may be,
points out, in the strongestmanner, the
necessity of some stable institutionin the
government"(Federalistno. 62 [p. 380]).
In Madison'sview this "mutabilityin the
public councils" cost greatly: "To trace
the mischievouseffects of a mutablegovernmentwould fill a volume" (p. 380).
The costs of instabilitywere both external and internal in nature. Externally,
instabilitycausesthe nation to forfeit"the
respect and confidenceof other nations"
(p. 380): "Everynation ... whose affairs
betray a want of wisdom and stability,
may calculateon every loss which can be

sustainedfrom the moresystematicpolicy
of its wiser neighbors"(p. 381). Internally, the consequencesof instabilitywere
even worse: "The internal effects of a
mutablepolicy are still more calamitous.
It poisons the blessingsof libertyitself. It
will be of little avail to the people that the
laws are madeby men of theirown choice
if the laws be so voluminous that they
cannotbe read, or so incoherentthat they
cannot be understood;if they be repealed
or revised before they are promulgated,
or undergosuch incessantchangesthat no
man, who knows what the law is today,
can guess what it will be tomorrow"(p.
381). This instability had distributional
consequences in the society: "Another
effect of publicinstabilityis the unreasonable advantageit gives to the sagacious,
the enterprising,and the moneyed few
over the industriousand uninformedmass
of the people. Every new regulationconcerningcommerceor revenue, or in any
manneraffectingthe value of the different
species of property, presents a new harvest to those who watch the change, and
can traceits consequences"(p. 381). Com-
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merce could also expect to suffer from
unstablegovernment:"Thewant of confidence in the public councils damps every
useful undertaking,the successand profit
of which may dependon a continuanceof
existing arrangements. What prudent
merchantwill hazard his fortunes in any
new branchof commercewhen he knows
not but that his plans may be rendered
unlawful before they can be executed?"
(p. 381).
The Senate, with its members'six-year
terms, their election by state legislatures,
and the chamber'sslow rate of turnover,
could be expected to help avoid this
instability. The independently elected
presidentwith his veto power was also
expected to help. Hamilton argued in
Federalistnumber 73 about the consequences of the veto: "It may perhapsbe
said that the power of preventing bad
laws includes that of preventing good
ones; and may be used to the one purpose
as well as to the other. But this objection
will have little weight with those who can
properly estimate the mischiefs of that
inconstancy and mutability in the laws,
which form the greatest blemish in the
characterof genius of our governments.
They will consider every institution calculated to restrain the excess of lawmaking, and to keep things in the same
state in which they happen to be at any
given period as much more likely to do
good thanharm;becauseit is favorableto
greaterstability in the system of legislation" (pp. 443-44).
Rapid turnover of legislatorswas one
cause of instability in the laws, and
Madison was also concernedabout "the
propensity of all single and numerous
assembliesto yield to the impulseof sudden and violent passions, and to be
seduced by factious leaders into intemperate and pernicious resolutions"(Federalistno. 62 [p. 379]). But thereis reason
to think that Madison's views on the
instability of republics were also buttressed by a deeper theoretical under-

standing of the instability of majority
rule. Theorists of democracy have long
been troubledby the fact that a key element of most democraticsystems-majority rule-has some undesirableproperties.
Among these is the fact that for any
option that mightbe chosenby a majority
of voters there is usually some other
option, preferredby a differentmajority,
which can upset it. Recognition of this
problem can be tracedback at least two
hundred years, to Condorcet's seminal
Essai(1785)and McGrath(1983, chap. 3)
points out that Madison was well
acquainted with Condorcet's work;
Madisoneven wrote a review (now unfortunately lost) of the Essai and its
arguments.
For Madison, then, there were theoretical as well as empirical reasons for
designing a government that did not
dependon simplemajorityrule. The Constitutional Convention's chosen design
involved, in part, the separation of
powers. That the separation of powers
has indeedplayed a majorrole in creating
a stablerepublichas been arguedby many
generations of historians and political
scientists.
Yet while the formal literatureon the
theory of democracy has explored the
natureof majority-ruleinstabilityin great
detail-see Cohen 1979; McKelvey1976,
1979; Miller 1980; Schofield 1978; and
Shepsle and Weingast 1984, for example
-there has been almost no study of
whether a separation-of-powerssystem
has the stability-inducingpropertiesthat
Madison and Hamiltondesired.As far as
we can find, only Cox and McKelvey
1984 and Cox 1980 even addressthe relationshipbetweenbicameralismand stability. The former informally describes
general conditions for stability in multicameralsystems (p. 77). The latterargues
that dividinga legislatureinto two chambers whose members have completely
separateParetosets will ensurestabilityin
two dimensions (see p. 10). Cox further
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conjectures that adding more policy
dimensionscan destabilizethe situation:it
appears that as many veto groups (e.g.,
chambers or committees) as dimensions
are needed to guaranteestability.
Our work is in some ways more developed and in other ways more limitedthat
that of Cox and McKelvey. For the set of
constitutional provisions governing the
legislative process-bicameralism, the
executive veto, and the legislative veto
override-we provide tools and formal
results for characterizingthe existence,
shape, and location of any set of stable
points. However, we assume that each
legislatorand the executivehas "Euclidian
preferences," that is, a most-preferred
point and circularindifferencecurves in
the issue space. We also restrict our
analysis to the case of two dimensions.If
legislatorsand the executiveare considering an issue involving no more than two
dimensions, the constitutional rules we
are consideringmay well create stability.
For more complex issues, the constitutional structure may be an insufficient
guarantor of stability, and additional
institutionalfeaturesmay be required.

Pure Majority Rule
and the Bicameral Game
In a social institution, one alternative
dominatesanotheralternativewhen there
is a set of individualswhose membersall
prefer the first alternativeto the second
and who can, given the rules of the game,
enforce the first alternative over the
second. The core of this institutionis the
set of undominatedalternatives.In a pure
majority-rulelegislature, the core is the
alternative that can gain a majority of
votes against any other in a two-way
vote. When there are three or more legislators and two or more dimensions by
which options can be evaluated, a simple
majority-rule legislature-playing what
we will call a "unicameralgame"-gener1157

ally lacks a core. That is, for each possible
legislative choice there almost always
exist other options that are majoritypreferred(McKelvey1976, 1979).
Forexample,considerthe illustrationin
Figure1. If the six legislatorsvote by simple majority rule, legislatorsH1, H2, H3,
and S3 all preferalternativep to c: p lies
inside the (circular) indifference curves
through c of legislators H1, H2, H3, and
S3.A differentmajoritycoalitionpreferse
to p (indifferencecurves-not drawnthrough p of

S1, S2,

S3, and H3 all contain

e). Yet another coalition (H1, H2, S1, S,)
prefersc to e. No alternativecan gain the
supportof a four-membermajoritycoalition against all other alternatives.
Various constitutional provisions can
help overcome this generic instability of
simplemajorityrule. SupposeH1,H2,and
H3 are all assigned to one chamber (the
House), while S1, S2, and S3 are all
assigned to a different chamber (the
Senate).Fora bill to pass, it must gain the
supportof a particularfour-personcoalition-a joint majority-consisting of a
majorityof each chamber.These same six
legislatorsno longer generatea majorityrule cycle. There is now a core that
includesthe point c: no joint majoritywill
upset c in favor of some other point. The
institution of bicameralismthus induces
stability, given these six legislators'
preferences.
The following section introducestheorems about when bicameralismhas this
stability-inducingeffect. We also show
how to find the shape of the bicameral
core when it exists.

The Bicameral Game
Madison's analysis of bicameralismin
Federalistnumbers62 and 63 lays out, in
surprisingly accurate terms, the conditions underwhichbicameralismcan avoid
instability. The basic logic, he suggested
in discussingthe likelihoodthat the House
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Lemmasabout Bisectors

Figure 1. A Six-Person Legislature
with a Bicameral Core
but No Unicameral Core
S3
H2

H3

Forthe membersof one chamber,draw
the contract curve between the ideal
points of eachpairof membersand extend
each contract curve indefinitely in each
direction. Some of these contract curves
as extended(henceforthwe refer to them
simply as contractcurves)will meet both
of the following conditions:
1. The numberof idealpointslying on the
contractcurveplus the numberof ideal
points to one side constitutea majority
of the chamber'smembers
2. The numberof idealpointslying on the
contractcurveplus the numberof ideal
points to the other side constitute a
majorityof the chamber'smembers

P

e
q

Si
S2

and Senate would agree on undesirable
policies, was that "the improbability of
sinister combinations will be in proportion to the dissimilarity in the genius of
the two bodies" (no. 62 [p. 379]). In our
terms, when the ideal points of the members of the two chambers are sufficiently
distant from each other, legislative outcomes will be stable: the bicameral game
will have a core. Moreover, the outcomes
will always lie within the legislative
Pareto set: clearly undesirable policies are
thereby avoided, as Madison desired.
The required separation between chambers was to be achieved by insulating the
Senate from the popular passions to
which the House would be exposed. If the
Constitution was designed so as to induce
in senators preferences substantially different from those induced in representatives, how great must these interchamber
differences be for bicameralism to produce a core To answer this question it is
first useful to introduce several definitions
and lemmas.
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A chamber-member/chamber-member
contractcurve meetingboth conditionsis
a chamber bisector. It is easily proved
(Hammondand Miller1987, 5, Lemma1)
that every chamberwill have at least one
chamberbisector.
If a contractcurve is a chamberbisector, it is attractiveboth ways. That is, for
any point not on the chamberbisector,
thereis at least one point on the chamber
bisector that is majority preferred;see
Davis, DeGroot, and Hinich 1972, where
chamberbisectorsare known as medians,
or, in n-dimensionalspace, medianhyperplanes. A simple geometric version of
this assertion will help intuitive understanding:
LEMMA1. A chamber bisector is attrac-

tive both ways (Davis, DeGroot, and
Hinich 1972, Theorem2).
Proof. The definitionof chamberbisector implies that there will always be a
majorityof memberson or to one side of
the chamberbisector. It is thereforeonly
necessary to prove that any point w on
the other side of the chamber bisector
from this majoritycan be beatenby some
point on the bisector supported by this
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majority.In particular,considerthe point
x on the chamberbisectorthat is closestto
w. (It will be the base of a perpendicular
droppedto the bisector throughw.) The
point x will be closer to the ideal points of
every legislatoron the chamberbisector.
It will also be closer to the ideal points of
every legislator on the other side of the
chamberbisectorfrom w. Thus, the proposed majority will be willing to upset
any point on the opposite side of the
chamber bisector. The same argument
appliesto the analogousmajorityon or to
the other side of the chamber bisector.
Hence every point off the chamberbisector can be upset by some point on the
chamberbisector. QED
Thereis nothingabout a chamberbisector'spropertiesthat tells us what is in the
core of the bicameralgame. But Lemma1
will be usefulin tellingus what points are

majority
4. The numberof idealpoints lying on the
contractcurveplus the numberof ideal
points to the other side constitute no
fewer than one less than a majorityin
each chamber

A House-member/Senate-membercontract curve meeting one of these pairs of
conditions is a bicameral bisector. In
Figure 1, the H2S2 contract curve is a
bicameral bisector. As with a chamber
bisector, it is easily proved that a
bicameralbisector will always exist in a
bicamerallegislature.
If a House-member/Senate-Member
contractcurveis a bicameralbisector,it is
attractiveone way and may be, but is not
necessarily,attractive both ways. If it is
attractiveboth ways, for any point not on
the bicameralbisector, thereis a point on
the bisectorpreferredby a joint majority.
not in the core.
Next, draw each House-member/Sen- For an odd number of membersin each
ate-membercontractcurveand extendthe chamberthe following holds:
curve indefinitely.A joint majority consists of a majority of the House plus a LEMMA2. If each chamber has an odd
number of members, each bicameral
majorityof the Senate. When there is an
bisector has a joint majority on or to
odd numberof membersin each chamber,
each side and is thus attractive both
one or more of these cross-chamberconways.
tract curveswill meet both of the following conditions:
Proof of this lemmais almost identicalto
that
of Lemma1.
1. The numberof idealpoints lying on the
If
one or both chambershas an even
contractcurveplus the numberof ideal
number
of members,the bicameralbisecpoints to one side constitute a joint
tors
will
commonlyhave a joint majority
majority
on
only
or to one side-that is, Condi2. The numberof idealpoints lying on the
tions
(3)
and (4) are usually met-and
contractcurveplus the numberof ideal
each
bisector
will be attractive only one
points to the other side constitute a
way.
joint majority
We can now state the most generalconWhen there is an even number of mem- ditions for a bicameralgame to have a
bers in one or both chambers, one or core:
more of these cross-chamber contract THEOREM
1. A point x is in the core if
curves will meet both of the following
and only if no straight line throughx
conditions:
leaves a majorityof both chambersto
one and the same side of that line.
3. The numberof idealpoints lying on the
contractcurveplus the numberof ideal Proof consists of showing that a core
points to one side constitute a joint exists when, for each majority in one
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chamberthat wants to move in one direction from x, at least half of the other
chamberwill want to move in the opposite directionfrom x (see Appendix).
Theorem 1 defines the most general
conditions under which a bicameralcore
will exist. But the theoremis not very useful for determiningif a core exists with
any particular preference profile: we
would have to examineevery possiblex in
the policy space to see if it meets both
conditions. And finding one such point
tells us little about the existence or location of any other such point.
However, identificationof the chamber
and bicameralbisectors leads directly to
techniquesfor deducingwhen a core will
exist and establishingwhat it looks like.
Letus firstlook at the examplein Figure1.
The House-Senatebicameralgame has a
core, which is that portion of the H2S2
bicameralbisector lying between House
chamberbisectorH113 and Senatechamber bisector S1S3;that is, the core is line
segment pq. The reason? By Lemma 2,
H2S2is attractiveboth ways, so pointsnot
on H2S2are not in any core. Furthermore,
while a chamber bisector is attractive
both ways when there is just a single
chamber(Lemma1), in a bicamerallegislature it is attractivein a given direction
only if a majority of the other chamber
concurs. For example, points above I-H3
are attractedto H1H3(from H2'sgeneral
direction) because all three members of
the Senatewould agreewith H1and H3to
move to HI3. However, points below
HIH3are not necessarilyattractedto HII3
(from S2's general direction) because a
majority of the senators would not concur. A similarargumentapplies to points
above and below S1S3.Points on H2S2
above HII3 and below S1S3are thus eliminatedfromany core. Whatremainsis pq.
Note in this examplethat neitherchamber has a core, nor does the unicameral
legislatureformed by combiningthe two
chambersinto one largechamber.Yet the
bicameralgame does have a core.

If one chamberhas an even numberof
members, this increases the size of the
core. Instead of having a single pivotal
memberat the end of a bicameralbisector, there are generally two bicameral
bisectorsleading to two pivotal members
of the chamberwith an even number of
members. The area between these
bicameral bisectors contains candidates
for the core (see Hammond and Miller
1987, fig. 5 for an example).
What underliesthe Figure1 exampleis
the fact that there is a set of points on a
bicameral bisector that lies between all
House chamberbisectorson the one hand
and all Senate chamberbisectors on the
other. With this observation,we now present a theorem about the existence of a
core in bicameral games with one bicameralbisector:
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If (1) a bicamerallegislature
has only one bicameralbisectorand (2)
there is a point x on the bicameral
bisectorsuch that the chamberbisectors
from one and only one chamberintersect at the bicameralbisector in each
directionfrom x, then x is a core point.

THEOREM2.

(Claim2 in Cox 1980, p. 10 is impliedby
this theorem:nonoverlappingof chamber
Pareto sets is sufficient for stability but
not necessary.) This theorem applies to
exampleslike Figure1. In effect, for each
x on pq, each House majority wants to
move in one directionalong pq and each
Senate majority wants to move in the
opposite directionalong pq. Stalematestability-is the result. (See Appendixfor
formal proof.)
Bicameral games do not necessarily
have a core. In general, the more the
chambersresembleeach other-the more
overlappingtheirsets of ideal points-the
less likely it is that bicameralismwill
create a core. While the authors of the
Constitution desired the House and
Senate to be substantiallydifferentfrom
each other, it would seem for contem-
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poraryCongressesthat the ideal points of
the two chambersare rathersimilar,perhaps due to the impact of the 17th
Amendment requiring the popular election of senators,perhapsdue to the development of the party system.
As a result, there will usually be more
than just the one or two bicameralbisectors we have analyzed so far. In these
more complexcases, determiningwhether
a core exists is eased by the following
theorem:
THEOREM
3. Whenthereis an odd number

of membersin each chamber,thereare
three or more bicameralbisectors, and
the bicameralbisectorsdo not all intersect at the same point, then thereis not
a core in a bicameralgame.
The proof is simply that since each
bicameralbisectoris attractiveboth ways
(Lemma2), each bisector attractspoints
from off itself, includingpoints on other
bicameral bisectors. This means that
every point in the space is attractedby
some other point. Hence thereis no core.
Since it seems unlikelythat threeor more
bicameral bisectors will all intersect at
precisely the same point, we pose the
following:

The Preservationof Prior Cores
in BicameralGames
Bicameralgames can have a core when
neither chamber has a core. The significance of this result might be undercutif
bicameralismcould at times destroy any
core that the larger unicameral game
(combiningall membersin one chamber)
mighthave. We can demonstrate,though,
that when a unicameralgame does have a
core, any bicameral game derived from
the unicameralgame by partitioningits
membersinto two chambers(holdingconstant each legislator'sideal point) will still
have a core. In fact, it is easily proved
that the bicameral core will include the
unicameralgame'score:
THEOREM
4. If a unicameralgame has a

core, then the bicameralcore exists and
includesthe unicameralcore.

Proof. By contradiction: if the unicameralgame has a core but the derived
bicameralgame has no core, this means
that for every x in the issue space, thereis
a joint majority favoring some y to x.
This implies that a majority of all legislators prefer the y to x. But this contradicts the condition that the unicameral
game has a core. Hence, if the unicameral
game has a core, the bicameralgamemust
QED
have a core.
This theoremmeans that bicameralism
CONJECTURE
1. When each chamberhas
an odd numberof membersand there cannot be used as an institutionaldevice
are three or more bicameralbisectors, for destabilizingsimple majority rule in
the bicameralgame usuallyhas no core. those cases in which simple majorityrule
produces stable outcomes. However,
Examplesof cases in which one or both since bicameralismcan increasethe size of
chambershas an even number of mem- the core when there is a simple-majoritybers (see Hammondand Miller1987, Fig. rule core, bicameralismcan allow a dif11) lead us to venture the followings ferent outcome than would occur due to
proposition:
simple majorityrule.
When there are three or
more bicameralbisectors and there is
an even numberof membersin one or
both chambers,there is usually a core
in a bicameralgame.

CONJECTURE2.
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The Executive-Veto Game
A bicameralgame is not guaranteedto
have a core. However, bicameralismis
not the only constitutionalprovision that
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THEOREM5.

The executive-vetogame has
a core that includes the executive's
ideal point.

Figure 2. A Five-Person Unicameral
Legislature Facing a Chief Executive
at Four Different Locations
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We will next demonstratethat the core of
the executive-vetogame is not necessarily
restrictedto the executive'sideal point.
The UnicameralExecutive-VetoGame

-

Here we explore executive veto games
between an executiveand a single legislative chamber.In Figure2 the executiveis
located at any of the points labeledP and
faces a five-person chamber. There are
five chamberbisectors (L1L3,L3L,,LL2,
L2L4,and L4L1)which together enclose a

extremist_

Pt

five-pointed star defined by the LL3LL2-

can induce stability. We have already
cited Hamilton's comment in Federalist
number73 that the executiveveto would
help maintain stability. It might be
argued, on the basis of the historical
record, that the veto is of little consequencein relationsbetweenpresidentand
Congresssince it is used so infrequently.
However, Hamiltonsuggestedin Federalist number74 that the veto does not have
to be used to be effective: "A power of
this naturein the executivewill often have
a silent and unperceived,thoughforcible,
operation.Whenmen, engagedin unjustifiable pursuits, are aware that obstructions may come from a quarter which
they cannot control, they will often be
restrainedby the bare apprehensionof
opposition from doing what they would
with eagernessrush into if no such external impedimentswere to be feared" (p.
446). If Hamiltonwas right, then we can
expect the veto power to inducea core in
an executive-vetogame even if it is seldom exercised.
Sincea simpleveto allows the executive
to veto any move from the executive's
ideal point, that idealpoint mustbe a part
of a core. No further proof about this
"executive veto game" is required to
assert:
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L4L1sequence of points. Label an executive ideal point lying outside the staroutside the space completelyboundedby
chamberbisectors-as extremistand one
lying on or inside the star-on or inside a
space bounded on every side by chamber
bisectors-as centrist.
If the executive'sideal point is centrist,
the following is easily proved:
If the chamberhas no core
and if the executive has centrist preferences, the core of a unicameral
executive-vetogame contains only the
executive'sideal point.

THEOREM6.

For example, in Figure 2 consider the
executive ideal point at P3. We treat the
executive as a separate chamber. There
are three "bicameral bisectors" (not
drawn)-P3L2,P3L3,and P3L,.Since each
bicameral bisector is attractive both
ways, the executive can use some legislative coalition to upset every point in the
space with an option closer to his or her
own ideal point; the only point that cannot be upset is the ideal point. Forsimilar
reasons, an executive ideal point at P4 is
the only point in the core.
If the executivehas extremepreferences
-at P1 or P2 outside the star-the
bicameral bisectors are P1L3and P2L3
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respectively. With P1, the first chamber
bisector that crosses the PI1L3
bicameral
bisectoris L2L5;
the point of intersectionis
u. The L2L5chamber bisector attracts
points from its right (the executive concurs) but not from the left (the executive
would veto). Hence the core is Plu. With
the executiveideal point at P2, the core is
P2v.

Figure3. A BicameralLegislature
Facinga Chief Executive
p
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The BicameralExecutive-VetoGame
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The following theorem helps identify
the core of a bicameral executive-veto
game:

b2
V

U
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The bicameral executiveveto core includes(but is not restricted
to) the House executive-vetocore, the
Senate executive-veto core, and the guaranteedto be stable. A second legisHouse-Senate bicameral core when it lative chamber is thus unnecessary for
stability. The legislature's authority to
exists.
override the executive'sveto does resurProof consists of showing that if any two rect the specterof instability.However,in
of the three institutions have a "bi- Federalistnumber 73 Hamilton defends
cameral"core, adding a third institution the overrideprovisionwith a probabilistic
does not changethe first two institutions' argument about the inability of a
joint preferencefor points in their core bicamerallegislatureto overridethe veto.
over points not in their core. Any As he remarked,"Itis to be hoped that it
"bicameral"core cannot somehow be will not often happenthat improperviews
overruledjust becausesome thirdinstitu- will govern so large a proportionas two
thirds of both branchesof the legislature
tion prefersotherwise.
Figure 3 shows a five-memberHouse at the sametime;and this, too, in defiance
and five-memberSenate, with executive of the counterpoisingweight of the execuat P. The core of the bicameralHouse- tive. It is at any ratefar less probablethat
Senategameis the uv segmentof the H3S3 this should be the case than that such
bicameralbisector. The executive-House views should taint the resolutions and
core is the Pw segment of the PH3 conduct of a bare majority"(p. 446). We
"bicameralbisector";the executive-Senate will arguethat Hamilton'sintuitionswere
core is the PS1 segment of the PS1 largely correct. The stability induced by
"bicameralbisector." The resulting bi- the veto power is underminedby the veto
cameral executive-veto core, encom- override, but the requirementof a dual
passed by the PS1xvuywPlines, is shaded overridemakes it likely that therewill be
some set of points that cannot be upset.
by lines sloping down to the left.
A result of Greenberg(1979) plays an
essentialrole in our analysis. Define D as
the number of policy dimensions under
The Veto-Override Game
consideration,L as the total number of
A unicameralexecutive-vetogame-an
membersin the (unicameral)legislature,
executive facing a single chamber-is
m as a bare majority of L, and k as the
THEOREM 7.
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number of votes required to upset x in
favor of some y (m < k < L). A chamber
k-core is a set of points such that (1) for
each y not in the set, thereis some x in the
set that is preferredby k or more members, and (2) no point in the set is preferred by k or more members to some
other point in the set. A chamberk-core
is, in effect, a generalizationof a core for
k >m.
We can now state

It is a set of points that no coalition of kH
House membersplus ks Senate members
can upset. To find a bicameral k-core,
define a bicameralk-sector as a Housemember/Senate-membercontract curve
with kH House members and ks Senate
members on or to one side of the line.
Assumingk membersin each chamberare
neededto approvea motion, it is obvious
that
LEMMA7. A bicameral k-sector is attrac-

If k > [D/(D + 1)1L,a unicameral game has a chamber k-core
(Greenberg1979, Theorem2).

LEMMA3.

tive only one way.
In the bicameral legislaturein Figure3,
with kH = ks

=

4, the bicameral 4-core is

When there are two dimensions(D = 2), the abcdefgha region (shaded by lines
for example, a chamberk-coreis guaran- sloping down to the right) circumscribed
teed to exist when k > (2/3)L. Assuming by the bicameral 4-sectors (H2S2 and
H4S4)and the chamber 4-sectors (H1H3,
k > m, the following are easily shown:
H2H4,and H3HIfor the House and S1S3,
LEMMA 4. If a chamber has a majority S2S4, and S3S, for the Senate). This
rule core, it necessarilyhas a chamber bicameral4-core contains points that no
k-core.
coalition of four or more House members
plus four or more Senate members can
(If a chamber has a chamber k-core, upset.
though, it does not necessarily have a
Now assume that k is the number of
majorityrule core.)
membersrequiredto overridea veto. Call
a chambermajoritywith at least k memLEMMA5. If a chamberhas no k-core, it
an override majority (also called a
bers
has no majority-rulecore.
k-majority). Similarly, a joint override
Now define a chamber k-sector as a majority (a joint k-majority)has at least
chamber-member/chamber-member
con- kHmembersin the House and at least ks
tract curve that has k memberson or to membersin the Senate. For simplicity in
one side and the remainingmemberson the following analysis we assume chamthe other side. Assuming at least k votes bers of equal (and odd) size and kH = ks
=k.
are needed to approve a motion, whenGiven these preliminaries,what condiever k > m, the following is obvious:
tions are necessaryfor a core to exist in a
veto overridegame? There are three difLEMMA 6. A chamber k-sector is attracferent cases to examine, whether we are
tive only one way.
considering a unicameral or bicameral
In Figure 2, there are four chamber legislature.
For the first case, assume that a k-core
k-sectors, L1L3, L2L4, L3L5, and L4L1.
Assumingk = 4, togetherthey define the (unicameralor bicameral)does not exist;
chamber 4-core: it is the pentagon, if k < (2/3)L, for example, a k-core will
abcdva, internal to the five-pointed star not necessarilyexist. If no k-core exists,
fixed by the five legislators'ideal points.
there can be no veto-overridecore. The
Fora bicamerallegislaturethe analogue reason is simple. Since thereis no k-core,
of a chamberk-coreis a bicameralk-core. by definitionthis means that for any x in
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the executive-veto core (which always
exists) there is always some override
majority(or joint overridemajority)that
can upset x in favor of some y, another
overridemajoritythat can upset the y in
favor of some z, and so forth. In effect,
the legislaturecan eliminateany point in
the executive-veto core but, with no
k-core, is incapable of replacing the
executive-vetocore with any points of its
own. Hencewe can state
THEOREM8. If there is no legislative

lative k-core, there is no legislativeoverride majoritythat can upset x in favor of
something else. Hence x is in the vetooverride core. The following theorem
thus holds:
THEOREM9. For a veto-override game

(unicameralor bicameral), there is a
veto-overridecore if and only if (1) the
legislature has a k-core, and (2) the
core of the executive-vetogame intersects this k-core.

k-core, there exists no veto-override
core.

Note an immediatecorollary of Theorem 9:

For the second case, assume that there
is a legislative k-core but that the
executive-vetocore (which always exists)
does not intersect it. In this case, too,
there will be no veto-overridecore. The
reason? The executive-veto core always
attractspoints lying outside it. When the
core of the executive-vetogame does not
intersectthe k-core, this means that there
is an executive-ledcoalition (containing
the executiveplus a legislativemajorityor
joint majority)that can upsetany point in
the k-core. But since the k-core is also
attractive (due to the bicameral and/or
chamber k-sectors that bound it), any
point in the executive-veto core can be
overriddenby some overridemajority(or
joint overridemajority)preferringa point
in the k-core.Outcomesthusbounceback
and forthbetweenthe executive-vetocore
and the legislative k-core. So when the
executive-vetocore does not intersectthe
legislativek-core, the veto-overridegame
has no core.
For the third case, assume that the
executive veto core does intersect the
legislative k-core. In this case the vetooverride game has a veto-overridecore,
which is the area of intersectionof the
executive-veto core and the legislative
k-core. Consider some point x in this
intersection.Since x is in the executiveveto core, no executive-ledcoalition can
upset x. But since x is also in the legis-

THEOREM
10. If unanimityis requiredfor
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the legislature to override, a vetooverridegame always has a core.
The reason is that the legislature'sentire
Pareto set becomes the k-core here, and
an executive-veto core always intersects
this Pareto set.
We now illustratethese variouspoints.
UnicameralVeto-OverrideGames
Define an executive's ideal point as
k-centristif it lies in a chamber k-core.
Otherwise, the executive'sideal point is
k-extremist.
Now consider a five-personlegislature
with no core, as in Figure2. Assume k =
4. As previously noted, the legislative
4-core here is the internal pentagon,
abcdva. With a k-extremistideal point at
P1, the executive-vetocore is the Plu segment of the P1L3bicameralbisector.-Since
the executive-vetocore does not intersect
the legislative 4-core, there is no vetooverride core: the executive-veto core
attractspoints from the legislative4-core,
and vice versa. An executiveidealpoint at
P3 is also unstable: P3 is the unique
executive-vetocore, but it does not intersect the legislative 4-core, hence there
is no veto-override core. However, the
executivewith preferencesat P2generates
an executive-vetocore, P2v, which inter-
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sects the legislative4-core at v. Since v is
in the executive-veto core, there is no
executive-ledcoalition that will upset it.
Since v lies in the 4-core, thereis no fourlegislatoroverridecoalitionthat can upset
it. Hencev is the uniquecore to this vetooverridegame.
In general, if an executive has a kcentrist ideal point, the executive-veto
core will always intersect the legislative
k-core. Hence the following corollary to
Theorem9:

ing summarizes what happens if it is
inside:
THEOREM12. If there is a bicameral k-core

and the executive's ideal point lies
inside it, the bicameral veto-override
game has a core.

The reasonof courseis that the executiveveto core here necessarily intersects the
bicameralk-core. If there is no bicameral
k-core, the bicameralveto-overridegame
will haven no core. But the following
THEOREM11. If there exists a unicameral theoremholds:
k-core and the executive has a k- THEOREM 13. If either chamber has a
centrist ideal point, the unicameral
chamberk-core, (1) the bicamerallegisveto-overridegame has a core.
lature has a bicameralk-core, and (2)
this bicameralk-coreis not restrictedto
the chamberk-core.
BicameralVeto-OverrideGames
Analysis of bicameral veto-override
games is similar to that of unicameral
veto-overridegames. Consider Figure3.
The core of the bicameralexecutive-veto
game is the PS1xvuywParea shaded by
diagonal lines sloping down to the left.
Assuming k = 4, the bicameral 4-core is

the abcdefgha region, as previously
noted, shaded by lines sloping down to
the right. The intersection of the bicameral executive-veto core and the
bicameral 4-core is shaded by vertical
lines. The joint-overridemajority eliminates points in the bicameralexecutiveveto core above the H2S2 bicameral
4-sector. The coalitions supporting the
executive-vetocore eliminatepoints in the
bicameral 4-core below the H3S3 bicameralbisectoras well as points lying to
the left of the H1H4and H2H5chamber
bisectors and the PH3bicameralbisector
and to the rightof the S1S4and S2S5chamber bisectors. But some portions of the
executive-veto core intersect the bicameral 4-core. This region, shaded by
the vertical lines, is the bicameralvetooverridecore.
The executiveidealpoint in Figure3 lies
outside the bicameralk-core. The follow1166

Finally, the following theorem may
seem obvious but will help clarifythe discussion in the next section:
THEOREM14. If a House-Senate bicameral

game has a core, the veto-override
game has a core that includes the
bicameralcore.

Likelihood of a Bicameral
Veto-Override Core
Does the Constitution,which requiresa
two-thirdsvote in each chamberto override a presidentialveto, guaranteestability? The answer is that the Constitution
does not guaranteestability, but we will
argue that stability is nonetheless very
likely in the two-dimensionalcase.
Lemma3 (Greenberg1979) guarantees
a chamberk-core if k > (2/3)L. With a
435-memberHouse, a two-thirdsoverride
requires290 votes. But 290/435 = 2/3,
hence no House k-core is guaranteedto
exist. With a 100-member Senate, 67
votes are required for override; this is
more than two-thirds.The Senate is thus
guaranteedto have a k-core. Hence by
Theorem13 the Congressis guaranteedto
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have a bicameralk-core. But there is no
guarantee that the executive-veto core
will intersectthis bicameralk-core.
Nonetheless, we argue that Hamilton's
probabilisticargumentis likely to be correct. Let us establish a framework for
analyzing his argument.If there is sufficient separationbetween the ideal points
of the House and Senate, as in Figure3,
therewill be a core to the bicameralgame
(Theorem 2) and hence a core to the
bicameralveto-override game (Theorem
14). At the other extreme,if there are no
differences at all between House and
Senate ideal points (in terms of paired
House-Senatemembers),then we have a
bicameralversion of the unicameralvetooverridegame. In this case, bicameralism
does not add any stabilitysince one chamber is simply the mirror image of the
other. The bicameral veto-override
game's potential for stability here will
be limited to conditions similar to those
for unicameral veto-override games
(Theorem9).
Now considerthis case in which thereis
no differencebetween chambers(see Fig.
4). Each chamberhas five membersand
all five House-Senatepairsperfectlycoincide. Assume k = 4. An executiveinside
the bicameral4-core (labeledabcdea and
shown by the heavy outline)will generate
an override core (Theorem12). With an
executive ideal point outside the bicameral 4-core, there are five rays on
which an executivemust lie for thereto be
a bicameraloverridecore. These rays are
the five executive-legislativebisectorsPlH5S5, P2H2S2, P3H3S3, P4H4S4, and
P5H1S1-that intersect the bicameral
4-core. Only if the executive ideal point
lies on one of these five rays-which is
very unlikely-will the resulting bicameralexecutive-vetocore intersectthe
bicameral4-core. An executive at P1, for
example, creates an executive veto core,
P1b,which intersectsthe bicameral4-core
at b. An executiveideal point not on one
of these five bisectors will generate no

Figure 4. A Bicameral Legislature
Facing a Chief Executive
at Five Different Locations
Ps

H3S3

H2S2
Pi

P4
HAS4

HAS
P2
P3

His,

override core since the executive-veto
core will not intersect the bicameral
k-core.
However, if the membersof even just
one House-Senatepair of legislators do
not have identicalpreferences,then there
are numerousprospectsfor stability that
did not previouslyexist. Considerthe two
five-person chambersin Figure5. Members of four of the five pairs of legislators
-HI-Si, H2-S2,HI3-S3,and H4-S4-have
identical preferences; only H5 and

55

dif-

fer. Assume k = 4. Thereis no core to the
overall 10-legislator unicameral game
becausethe requiredsymmetryconditions
are not met. Nor does either chamber
have a core. The bicameralgamebetween
the two chambers has no core because
there are more than two bicameralbisectors that do not all intersectat the same
point (Theorem3). Furthermore,there is
no veto-override core for the presidentHouse veto-override game since the
House'sexecutive-vetocore, Pu, does not
intersect the House 4-core, acdgia (horizontal shading). Nor is there a vetooverride core for the president-Senate
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Figure5. Intersectionof ExecutiveVeto Core with Bicameral4-core
P

H3S3
H2S2

Se

5H

HIS1

veto-override game since the Senate's
executive-veto core, Pv, does not intersect
the Senate 4-core, bcdefhb (vertical shading). So if there is a core to the bicameral
veto-override game here, it must be due to
the interaction between bicameralism and
the executive's veto.
And in fact, there is a core to this
bicameral veto-override
game. By
Theorem 9, a bicameral override core
exists if the bicameral 4-core intersects the
bicameral executive-veto core. The bicameral executive-veto core is the PucvP
area. The bicameral 4-core is, in this case,
simply the set union of the chamber
4-cores, producing the acefia pentagon,
which has the heavy outline. The executive-veto core and the bicameral 4-core do
intersect but only at c. Hence c is the core
of this bicameral veto-override game.
Note that P can be moved around substantially without eliminating c as the
override core.
The modest divergence between the
Hb
House and Senate, involving
and
just

Sv, is thus sufficientto createpossibilities
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for an overridecore that did not exist in
Figure 4. If this divergence between H5
and S5 increases,the possibilitiesof a core
increase.While space does not permitthe
presentation of further examples (see
Hammondand Miller1987, Figs. 21, 22),
it appears that as additional crosschamberpairs of legislatorsdiverge, then
the existence of a core becomes less and
less sensitive to the location of the executive's ideal point. These increasing differencesin legislativeideal points increase
the size of both the bicameralk-core and
the executive-vetocore, makingit increasingly likely that the two sets will intersect
somewhere around the periphery of the
bicameralk-core.
Note that this analysis has presumed
the executivehas an ideal point lying outside the bicameral k-core. If the executive's ideal point lies inside the bicameral
k-core, recall that the bicameral vetooverride game is guaranteed to have a
core (Theorem12).
Finally, it is important to note that
unlike the simple bicameralgame, large
overlapsof the Paretooptimalsets for the
two chambersdo not necessarilydiminish
the likelihood of a bicameral vetooverride core. It appears sufficient that
the individual legislators are not identically matchedacross chambers.For this
reason we feel safe in makingthe following conjecture:
3. Bicameralveto-override
CONJECTURE
games usually have a core.

Summaryof the
ConstitutionalOrder
Six differentsets of constitutionalprovisions have now been examined: unicameral games (pure majority rule),
bicameral games, unicameralexecutiveveto games, bicameral executive-veto
games, unicameralveto-overridegames,
and bicameralveto-overridegames. Considering the many complex relationships
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among games that have been presented,
we now need to organizethe results.
Define a preferenceprofile as the set of
preferenceorderingsheld by a group of
legislators.We will say that constitution
A is morestable thanconstitutionB if two
conditionshold: (1) if a given profilehas a
core underB, then that profile must have
a core underA; and (2) thereis some profile that has a core underA that does not
have a core underB. Figure6 summarizes
the is-more-stable-than relationships
amongthe six games. If the recipientof an
arrowhas a core for some preferenceprofile, the originatorof the arrowalso has a
core for that profile as well as for some
other profiles. Since the is-more-stablethan relationship is transitive, we can
deducethe relationshipbetweeneach pair
of games. For example, the bicameral
executive-vetogame is more stable than
the bicameral veto-override game, the
unicameral veto-override game, the
bicameral game, and the unicameral
game.
A noncomparability relationship is
shown by a dotted line. Games are noncomparablein termsof stabilityfor either
of two reasons.In one kind of case, since
both the bicameral and the unicameral
executive-veto games are guaranteedto
have cores, neitheris more stablethan the
other. In the otherkind of case, the nature
of the relationshipsimply dependson the
particularpreferenceprofile under consideration, as with unicameral vetooverridegames and bicameralgames.
We should emphasize that the results
upon which Figure6 is based depend on
our two key assumptions.
First, we have assumed that our two
issue dimensionsare equallyimportantto
every legislator, thereby producing circularindifferencecurves.The existenceof
executive-vetocores does not rely on an
assumption about the shape of indifference curves.But the extentto which other
resultscan be generalizedwhen legislators
and executives have noncircular indif1169

Figure6. StabilityRelationshipsamong
Six Different LegislativeGames
-
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Override Game
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Override Game
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Executive Veto
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Bicameral
Game

Unicameral
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ferencecurves must be ascertained.
Second, we have presumed the existence of only two issue dimensions.
Several of our results, to be sure, can be
generalizedto higherdimensions.But for
a bicameral k-core to exist in higher
dimensions requires a larger and larger
value of k (see Lemma3). Similarly,with
a fixed value of k, as the number of
dimensionsincreases,it seems reasonable
to think that any bicameralk-corewould
get smallerand smaller, and there would
be a decreasinglikelihood that it would
even exist. As a result, the executive-veto
core (which will always exist) would be
less and less likely to intersecta bicameral
k-core (even assuming one does exist).
This in turnmeansa decreasinglikelihood
that a veto-overridecore would exist.

Conclusions
We have examinedthe extent to which
the Constitutioncreatesa stable political
order. To Madison, however, stability
was not the only value the political order
should have. In Federalistnumber37, for
example, he wrote:
Among the difficulties encountered by the convention, a very important one must have lain in
combining the requisite stability and energy in
government with the inviolable attention due to
liberty and to the republican form.... Energy in
government is essential to that security against
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our resultsmay give some insightinto the
problem. It appears that the location of
any bicameralveto-overridecore is quite
responsive to changes in the location of
presidential ideal points. On the other
hand, this overridecore may be relatively
resistantto large-scalechanges in legislative preferences.In Figure3, for example,
as long as the locations of the president
and legislatorsH3 and S1 do not change,
many of the other legislators'ideal points
can move about in many differentways
without much impact on the shape, size,
or location of the overridecore.
This kind of pattern may have been
was intendedby those who drafted
what
Fromthe Madisonianperspective,then, a the Constitution. The (apparent)lack of
properly designed Constitution requires
of the core to changes in
not only stability-inducingfeatures but responsiveness
certainly seems
preferences
legislative
several others as well.
of Madison
with
the
concern
compatible
We have little to say about the relationin the
the
"mutability
about
Hamilton
and
ship of stability in governmentto energy
not be stretchingthings
it
And
may
laws."
in government,to the republicanform of too much to suggest that the responsivegovernment,or to liberty.It is easily demof the core to changesin presidential
onstrated, however, that any core (if it ness
is an-essentialcomponent of
preferences
exists) to one of our games meets one test
If these inferences
in
government.
energy
of "good"public policy, that of Pareto
correct, then
prove
interpretations
and
efficiency. A policy is Pareto efficient if
formaldemona
be
as
can
read
results
our
there exists no other policy unanimously
Constitution should
preferredto it. If there is a core to a stration that the
in
as designers like
part,
at
least
work,
bicameralgame, for example, this means
it would.
argued
Hamilton
and
Madison
that for every alternativein the core there
is no other policy preferredby a joint
majority. And since there is no other
Appendix
policy preferredby a joint majority, it
obviously follows that there is no other
Theorem 1
policy preferred unanimously, by all Proof of
membersof both chambers.Fromthis we THEOREM
1. A point x is in the core if and
can concludethat points in the bicameral
only if no straightline throughx leaves
core are all Pareto efficient.
a majorityof both chambersto one and
Given our focus on stability, one might
the same side of that line.
plausibly raise the question, as have
numerouscriticsof U.S. democracy,as to
Proof. We first show that if x is in the
whether the constitutional system is, in core, then no straight line through x
some sense, too stable. Is it, for example, leaves a majorityof both chambersto one
unresponsiveto changes in the locations and the same side of that line. It is a proof
of the ideal points of legislatorsand the by negation, so we assume (see Fig. A-1)
that there is some line RS throughx that
president?
A well-developedanswer to this ques- leaves a majorityof both chambersto one
tion requiresanother paper entirely. But and the same side of the line.
external and internal danger and to that prompt
and salutary execution of the laws which enter
into the very definition of good government.
Stability in government is essential to national
character and to the advantages annexed to it, as
well as to that repose and confidence in the
minds of the people, which are among the chief
blessings of civil society. An irregular and
mutable legislation is not more an evil in itself
than it is odious to the people; and it may be pronounced with assurance that the people of this
country, enlightened as they are with regard to
the nature, and interested, as the great body of
them are, in the effects of good government, will
never be satisfied till some remedy be applied to
the vicissitudes and uncertainties which characterize the State administrations (pp. 226-27,
emphasis added)
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ConsiderlegislatorL3who is in the joint
majority to one side of RS and who is
closest to the RS line. Now construct a
point w the same distanceto the same side
of the RS line, on a line perpendicularto
RS. Now w must be closer to every legislator in that joint majoritythan is x. As a
result, every legislatorin the joint majority prefersw to x, and x cannot be in the
core, contraryto assumption.Hence, the
assumptionthat there is a joint majority
to one and the same side of the line must
be wrong.
We next demonstratethat if there is an
x such that no line throughx has a majority of both chambersto one and the same
side of that line, then x is in the core. We
will assume there is some y preferredby
a joint majority to x and establish a
contradiction.
Consider some point y, which, by
assumption,is preferredby a joint majority to some x. This means that for a
majority of the House and a majority of
the Senate, x lies strictly outside their
indifferencecurves throughy. Now consider the diagramin FigureA-1. Draw a
straightline from x to y. Draw two perpendiculars through the xy line, one
through x-producing line RS-and one
througha point that bisects xy-producing line TU. Considerany legislator,Lp,in
this joint majority. The only way for Lj's
indifferencecurve through y not to contain x is for L.to lie above the TUperpendicular;see the indifferencecurves of L1,
L2,and L3 throughy, for example. But if
the ideal points of all legislators in this
joint majority who prefer y to x (e.g.,
legislators like L1 and L2 but not L3) lie
above the TUline, then majoritiesof both
the House and Senate necessarilyalso lie
above the RS line throughx. Hence there
is a majority of both chambers whose
ideal points are to one and the same side
of a line through x, contrary to the
assumption.Thus the assumptionthat x is
not a core point must be wrong. QED.
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Figure A-i. Establishing General
Conditions for the Existence of a Core
in a Bicameral Game

L~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~L
L
L2

T

U

R

S
'L3

Proof of Theorem 2
In proving Theorem 2, two lemmas are
useful:
LEMMAA-1. No point in the Pareto set of

a joint majority of minimal size can be
upset by some other point in this
Pareto set due to the votes of the members of this joint majority.
This lemma follows directly from the definition of the Pareto set of a group of
actors, which is the set of alternatives
from which they cannot agree to move.
LEMMAA-2. Given some joint majority of

minimal size, at least one of the contract curves connecting the ideal points
of a given chamber's members in the
joint majority will be a chamber
bisector.
Proof. Draw the Pareto set of just the
House members in the joint majority.
Consider some point x outside this House
Pareto set but inside the Pareto set of the
entire House; see point x in Figure A-2,
for example. This point is outside of the
Pareto set for coalition H1, H2, and H 3.
Establish some y on the nearest House
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ity is of minimal size, or (2) less than a
bare House majorityprefersy to x, which
violates the assumptionthat we are considering a joint majority. Since a bare
House majority lies on or to one side of
the House contract curve, a bare House
majoritymust lie on or to the other side.
Hence this House contract curve is a
House chamberbisector. The same logic
holds for the Senatecontractcurvesin the
QED
minimal-sizejoint majority.
We can now prove

Figure A-2. At Least One ChamberMember/Chamber-Member Contract
Curve Will Be a Chamber Bisector
H2

SI

S2

H1

H

S3~~~~~~~~~~

If (1) a bicamerallegislature
has only one bicameralbisectorand (2)
there is a point x on the bicameral
bisectorsuch that the chamberbisectors
from one and only one chamberintersect the bicameral bisector in each
directionfrom x, thenx is a core point.

THEOREM2.
4H
H5

contract curve in the joint majority's
Pareto set by dropping a perpendicular to
the nearest House contract curve. Since
by assumption the joint majority is of
minimal size, only a bare majority of the
House will prefer y on or in this House
Pareto set to the x lying outside this
House Pareto set. If this is not true for at
least one House contract curve in this
Pareto set, either (1) more than a bare
House majority prefers y to x, which violates the assumption that the joint major-

Case 1. Both H1 and S1 are members of

Figure A-3. Establishing the Existence
and Location of a Core
in a Bicameral Game

(

Proof. By negation:we assume Conditions (1) and (2), but assume that some
point y beats x.
The House and Senate members at
eitherend of (and defining)the bicameral
bisector will be called H1 and S1 (see
FigureA-3). Examiningthe joint coalition
that prefersy to x, thereare threemutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive
cases to consider,each of which leads to a
contradiction.

4~~~~~~~~~%,

A~~~~~~~O.
Senate
Curve
Contract
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the joint coalition preferringy to x.
The firstcombinationis easily ruledout
as a minimally sized joint majority that
can upset x. Since the interestsof H1 and
Si are diametricallyopposed along H1S1,
no minimal joint majority that includes
both H1 and Si can prefer some y to x.
Some y off the HIS1bicameralbisector
would be rejectedby both H1 and Si in
favor of some point on the bicameral
bisector, while movement along the bicameral bisector necessarily leaves one
one of themworse off. So the jointmajority preferringy to x will necessarilylack
either H1 or Si or both.
Case2. NeitherH1nor Si are members

The Core of the Constitution
of the joint coalition preferringy to x.
We next prove that no minimallysized
joint majoritylackingboth H1and S1 can
exist that preferssome y to x. Draw a perpendicular to HiS1 through x. We will
show that the indifferencecurvesthrough
x of a Senatemajoritycannotall cross the
perpendicularfrom below and that the
indifferencecurves throughx of a House
majoritycannot all cross the perpendicular from above. This will mean that the
H-1(x) win set of a House majoritycannot possiblyintersectthe S-1(x) win set of
a Senatemajority. Recallthat HIS1is the
only bicameral bisector. Hence, to the
right of HiS1 there is, by definition, no
more than one less than a majorityof the
Senate,while to the left of H1S1thereis no
more than one less than a majorityof the
Senate. Since we have by assumption
ruled S1 (as well as H1) out of the joint
majority upsetting x in favor of y, the
Senate members of the joint majority
mustcome from both the rightand the left
of HIS1; no other way of mustering a
Senate majorityis possible. However, no
indifference curve through x of any
Senatorto the right of H1S1can possibly
cross the perpendicularon the left of H1S1
(see the indifferencecurve of Si, labeled
Is1. for example). Similarly,no indifference curve of any House memberto the
right of H1S1can possibly cross the perpendicular on the left of HiS1 (see the
indifferencecurve of Hi-IHi-for example). Hencethe H1(x) and S-1(x) win sets
cannot intersectto the left of H1S1.As a
result, there can exist no joint majority
that preferssome y to the left of HIS1.An
identical argument demonstrates that
there can exist no joint majority that
upsetsx in favor of some y' to the rightof
HIS1.Therefore,no joint majorityincluding neitherH1nor Si will prefersome y to
the x.
Case3. EitherH1 or Si are membersof
the joint coalition preferringy to x, but
not both.
Assume without loss of generalitythat
1173

it includesonly H1.Hencea jointmajority
including H1 that upsets x in favor of
some y must includea majorityof Senate
membersnot involving S1. Since there is
no Senatemajoritythatlies strictlyon one
side of the bicameralbisector, the joint
majorityincludingH1must includeSenate
membersfrom both sides of the bicameral
bisector.
But the Pareto set of the minimal-size
joint majorityjust described-containing
H1and senators(but not S1)on both sides
of the bicameralbisector-will encompass
spaceon both sidesof the bicameralbisector. Now consider the Pareto set of just
the Senate membersof this minimal-size
joint majority. The boundaries of the
Senate-majorityPareto set will cross the
bicameralbisector at two places, at the
top of the set (towardthe H1end) and at
the bottom of the set (towardthe Si end).
By LemmaA-2, one of theselines crossing
the bicameralbisector will necessarilybe
a Senate chamberbisector. If it is not a
Senate chamber bisector, either (1) the
numberof senatorsabove the line is less
than a majority,in which case x is not in
fact upsetby the joint majority-contrary
to the assumptionthat x is upset, or else
(2) the numberof senatorsabove the line
is more than a bare majority, in which
case we have more than a minimalSenate
majoritycontributingto the upsettingof x
-contrary to the assumptionthat we are
dealingwith a minimal-sizejointmajority.
Now, sincewe have assumedthereis no
bicameralcore, point x must lie outside
the Pareto set of the minimal-sizejoint
majority(LemmaA-1), which necessarily
means that it lies below the Senatechamber bisectorjust described,which crosses
the bicameral bisector. But this means
that a Senatechamberbisectorcrossesthe
bicameralbisectoron the same side as the
House majority. This in turn means that
thereare both House and Senatechamber
bisectorsintersectingthe bicameralbisector on the same side of x. This violates
Condition2. Again, in Case 3, we arrive
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at a contradiction.
Since a contradictionis reached in all
possiblecases, it cannot be the case that x
is not a core point.

QED

Note
We appreciate the helpful suggestions of Gary
Cox, Art Denzau, Mathew McCubbins, Ed Packel,
William Riker, and Barry Weingast.
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